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CRAW CYBER SECURITY

“ We offer a variety of Application Security Testing Solutions that 

allow us to attack your Applications and Servers giving an insight 

into how attackers would penetrate the systems and be a potential 

threat. Moreover, would also suggest possible solutions and 

practical suggestions regarding your individual commercial

organizational and operational requirements. Cyber-security testing 

reports we create for our clients are significant and have expert 

human input to offer you the best possible commercial and 

operational value to make you more secure. ”

Consulting Services

Training Services

Testing Services
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Craw Security is basically a cyber security training and VAPT solutions providing organization,

remarkably present in countries like India and Singapore with high Industry Training and consult-

ing Standards. We help our clients to uncover hidden vulnerabilities before actual hackers can 

interfere with our intelligent threats-scanning tactics, algorithms, and procedures under the full 

control and management of world-class professionals.

Moreover, with the help of our primetime penetration testers, Craw Security delivers international-

standard training and certifications under the crucial guidance of our pentesting professionals as 

trainers and mentors. As a result, our students flourish in their respective fields by getting real-time 

exposure from industry tech gurus.

ABOUT

COMPANY

the

Craw Security is one of the authorized learning partners of many cyber securi-

ty supergiants to impart their global training and certifications at highly com-

petitive prices so that every student can be benefited from this, hailing from 

any particular financial background.

Further, Craw Security will provide many unconditional benefits to its fran-

chise partners that you may hardly find anywhere else. Choose us and see 

your victory with your eyes ! 

We are delighted to deliver our full authorization of training and certification 

as well as offer VAPT solutions to the clients as a complete package for inter-

ested candidates and organizations. If you are willing to have our training, 

certification, and VAPT services on board, then you may choose us and grab

our Franchise Opportunity and enjoy our world-class franchise benefits for 

our partners at very cost-friendly prices.



Head Office, Delhi

Craw Security (HQ) offers entrepreneurs a 

great opportunity to get introduced to the 

cybersecurity business environment. Talk to 

Us, for a better chance, Now!

Craw Patna

Craw Security Encouraged Patna City 

Entrepreneurs to know about how cyber-

security works, planning and implemen-

tation. How? Know Why!

Craw Rohini

Rohini's Cybersecurity Journey started 

with Craw Security and now they are very 

well-trained enough to deal with situa-

tions. How? Follow Us!

Craw Kannur

Kannur Cybersecurity Business Develop-

ment is backed by Craw Security, to begin 

with. How did they start? Let's find out!

CONNECTIONS

CRAW SECURITY

I N  S T A T E S

ABOUT

FRANCHISE
the

P a t n a

R o h i n i

Craw Security is a Quality Based Organization, So owning a Craw Security Training 

Center will be a remarkable  experience for your Business, Over year & years, Craw 

Security is becoming India’s N0 1 Training Company in the Information Cyber Security 

domain. Why Craw Security has gone so far in its f ranchise setup  program because of 

the organization of the partners and the support we give to our Franchise Partners. 

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY



Franchise

Benefits

OUR

1st Floor, Plot no. 4, Lane no. 2

Kehar Singh Estate, Westend Marg

Behind Saket Metro Station, Saidulajab

 New Delhi - 110030

011 - 4039 4315 | +91 951 380 5401

www.craw.in | www.crawsecurity.com

This is the only Perfect Platform 

where you can Achieve all your 

Goals & Dreams of this Industry

Franchise Web Development

Franchise Web Marketing

Franchise Social Media Marketing

Global Listing of Franchise

Franchise Branding

Database Sharing

Staff Recruitment / Hiring

Franchise Marketing Training

Franchise Trainer Training

Launch Marketing Materials

Franchise Support

Social Media Marketing

Virtual Support 24×7

Virtual Lab Access

100% Transparency

Marketing and Promotions

Magazine and Promotions

Placement Assistant

Sales Training

Train The Trainer

Market Analysis

Franchise Opportunity

PROCESS
Franchise Agreement

Royalty is charged  between 25%.

Franchise Fees  - $10,000 USD + Taxes for International

Retail Franchise Fees  - 3L + 18% GST for India

Master Franchise Fees  - 7L + 18% GST for India

Agreement should be of minimum 2 years and renewal is based on 

mutual understandings or progress report.

Craw security wont be include in any kind of miscellaneous activity 

ROI (Return on Investment)

or proposal can be canceled also.

Achieve more for your Business with us

@crawsec

why FRANCHISE with
C R AW  C Y B E R  S E C U R I T Y

Government Sector,  Defence, Corporate etc

Fastest Growing Cyber Security Brand in India

Very Small Start-up Capital

Existing or Minimum Infrastructure

Opportunity for personal and financial development

Courses in various sectors, Computer – IT

Network of 50+ centers across in India

Independent marketing and promotional activities



& CERTIFICATION

ATC
P A R T N E R S

Certified Secure Computer User  (CSCU)

Certified Network Defender  (CND v2)

Certified Ethical Hacking v12  (CEH v12)

Computer Hacking Forensic Investigator v10  (CHFI v10)

Certified Penetration Testing Professional  (CPENT)

Certified Threat Intelligence Analyst  (CTIA)

EC-Council Certified Incident Handler  (ECIH) CCNA  (CCNA 200-301)

CCNP ENTERPRISE

CCNP Security

CompTIA  A +

CompTIA  Network +

CompTIA  Security +

CompTIA  PenTest +

CompTIA  Cyber  Security  Analyst  (CySA +)

CompTIA  Advanced  Security  Practitioner  (CASP +)

www.craw.in

+91 951 380 5401



100% Industry Oriented Job "Guaranteed Advanced Courses"

Red Hat Certified System Administrator

Red Hat Certified Engineer  (RHCE)

Red Hat Service Automation RH358

Red Hat Rapid Track RH119

Red Hat OpenStack

#1 Cyber Security Diploma Course

FutureSkills Prime Partner
(A MeitY  NASSCOM Digital Skilling Initiative)

Accredited by NASSCOM, approved by the Government of India

100%
JOB GURANTEED

PROGRAM

Basic Networking

Linux Essentials

Python Programming

Ethical Hacking

Advanced Penetration Testing

Cyber Forensics Investigation

Web Application Security

Mobile Application Security

Internet of Things IoT Pentesting

End Point Security

AWS Associate

AWS Cloud Security

You may connect with our Education Counsellor

+91 951 380 5401

Pentesting Prerequisites PEN-100 Certification

Pentesting Prerequisites WEB-100 Certification

PEN-200 and the OSCP Certification

WEB-200 and the OSWA Certification
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website : www.crawsecurity.com

WE HELP YOU TO

CYBER SECURITY

GROW YOUR

CONSULTING

BUSINESS

SERVICES

WITH OUR 

TOP NOTCH

From its founding day till now, Craw Cyber Security 

has become a benchmark in the field of VAPT 

Service Providers in Computer Network Security 

and Ethical Hacking.

From its founding day till now, Craw Cyber Security 

has become a benchmark in the field of VAPT 

Service Providers in Computer Network Security 

and Ethical Hacking. We provide industry-led 

result-oriented VAPT Services where you can rely on 

our firewall protection afterward for a secured IT 

infrastructure for your organization.

There is a number of 100% satisfied customers of 

our best-in-class VAPT services which can testify to 

our remarks of being a tech frontier in the field of 

Superior VAPT Service Providers of Cyber Security 

such as Deloitte, Global Hunt Technologies, 

eDynamics, Genpact, Amazon.com, Infosys, IBM, 

Axis Bank, and many more.

We have expanded our ground on franchise 

opportunities as we have made our franchise 

partners in India and Nigeria and are planning to 

take it to a whole new level by taking our franchise 

partnership to some more nations of America and 

Europe.

There is a bunch of services that Craw Security provides as the 

Best VAPT Services Provider in Singapore.  However, these 

services are offered under the extreme care and utmost 

supervision of highly experienced and certified penetration 

testing professionals.  As a result, the results we provide after 

thorough research on your IT infrastructures will be valuable, 

and the insights obtained from the investigation will be crucial.

In this regard, we deliver many result-oriented vulnerability 

assessments and penetration testing services, led by our 

superb category pen-testers to have genuine experience in 

pentesting more than 350 IT infrastructures.  In the league of 

offering our qualitative VAPT Solutions in Singapore and other 

distinguished countries in the world, Craw Security offers 

world-class VAPT Services to many reputed niches such as 

Finance, Edutech companies, Cryptocurrency startups, 

e-commerce, medical, miscellaneous, etc., with a hundred 

percent client satisfaction guarantee.



We have engaged a team of experienced working professionals 
and tech gurus who will testify and provide their NEXT LEVEL 
expertise to your organization via some industry-led solutions in 
the following services.

GET CYBER SECURITY PORTAL

IN YOUR HAND !!

It is a function in which our professionals try to do multiple 
features consisting of authentication, authorization, encryption, 
logging, and application security testing in a concerning IT 
Infrastructure with the intention of exploiting the application 
servers in real-time circumstances.Craw Security providesits 
valuable VAPT services in start-ups from multiple nations like 
India,Canada, the UK, the USA, Dubai, and many more.

Application Penetration Testing 

It is almost like a Pentest that is performed by our Red Team in 
order to penetrate and assess a crucial database in any possible 
way.  The sole aim of the Red Team is to intrude the system, 
networking, or IoTs and assess the sensitive info just like a 
potential hacker and file the insights in a productive manner for 
representing it to the company itself.

Red Teaming Assessment Service 

It entirely run on the concept of decentralized distributed digital 
ledger.  Transactions are confirmed within the blocks 
authenticating that each transaction is real and true utilizing 
cyber security frameworks.  We perform these Blockchain PT by a 
genuine group of cyber security professionals functioning in the 
industry for more than 10 years of experience with some of the 
highest certifications of the domain.

Blockchain Security

The countries in the world are more connected to oneanother 
via smartphones and hence, everything is shifting in the form of 
Mobile Applications inside smartphones.  We are one of the best 
Source Code Review companies that are capable to think 
beyond the limits of others and therefore, can track, detect, 
review, and restore the bugs we found via the Mobile PT 
Procedures via our expert team of professionals having varied 
certifications like CEH, CREST, OSCP, CISM, CISA, CISSP, and ISO 
27001 and experience in numerous organizations.

Mobile Application Penetration Testing 

Wireless and Network Penetration Testing Solutions confirm the 
network security protocols and conditions status at the 
moment.  The bugs found out by the genuine Network Pen 
Testing used for correcting the security threats that can 
potentially harm the database of the corresponding Network of 
an organization

Network and Wireless Audit

Server Hardening standsfor transforming a soft penetration 
server into an agile one that is impenetrable to damage by the 
continuous cyberattacks which are casual nowadays on IoTs.  
Craw Cyber Security offers its best Server Hardening Solutions to 
varied organizations and Start-Ups in multiple nations like India, 
Singapore, Dubai, Canada, the U.K., and the USA, etc. for the sake 
of creating a safe & secure cyber platform to work upon without 
any malicious activity.

Server Hardening

Learn | Research | Innovate www.crawsecurity.com

+91 9513805401



This is a service provided to clients by Server-side testing that 

allows the test cases to be decided from the backend before 

serving the end-user.  We offer Client-Side Software Testing 

Solutions to the booming entrepreneurs in the IT industry to 

well-established organizations at cost-efficient prices not to put a 

harsh load on anyone’s pocket and give them value for their 

hard-earned money.

Client-Side Software Testing

This authentic service provided by Craw Cyber Security to the 

Start-Ups and well-established organizations to check the 

particular line of code which is weak and fix it with the expertise 

of our team of expert professionals in the domain for years and 

securing the database of hundreds of our satisfied customers 

with zero concerns in India, South Africa, Nigeria, UK, USA, 

Canada, Singapore, and other countries on the planet.

Source Code Review

ISO 27001 Consulting Service allows us to take up the ownership 

of the lead auditor by collaborating among all departments of 

the company.  It provides a piece of brief information about the 

list of controls that should be consideredalong with the code of 

practice ISO / IEC 27002:2005.  We, at Craw Cyber Security, do this 

task with the support of essential toolkits, software, and the 

professionals that make it done at an ease with the years of 

genuine practice the same procedure for varied organizations 

and start-ups.

ISO 27001 Consulting Service

We are one of the finest companies in India that process the 

Network VAPT Penetration Testing for the varied organization by 

putting our experienced professionals to extract the security 

loopholes, examining the threats, and fixing the vulnerabilities 

with genuine and authentic tools and software we possess solely 

for filling the purpose of providing crucial Network VAPT 

Solutions in India as well as to overseas nations like Singapore, 

Canada, Singapore, Malaysia, U.A.E., U.K., and the USA, etc. in 

order to secure the database our clients in a genuine tone.

Network VAPT Penetration Testing 

This is the most booming sequence in the charts of Cyber 

Security where maximum organizations are translocating their 

data towards the secured cloud servers on different platforms 

offered by major companies like Google, Amazon, and Microsoft, 

etc.  Craw Cyber Security provides its genuine and authentic 

Cloud Computing Penetration Testing Solutions to the 

enterprises via a method of analyzing the cloud system by 

imitating the attack from a Black Hat Hacker through our team of 

professionals possessing real expertise in the domain by 

practicing it for years, especially for Craw Cyber Security.

Cloud Computing Penetration Testing

Craw Cyber Security is also the Best Web Application Penetration 

Testing Company in India doing this for its worthwhile client 

agencies and start-ups for years with maintaining a sound 

business relationship with them.  Our Web App PT domain 

experts make sure that not a single loophole in the form of 

threats and vulnerabilities is left unseen while performing a 

series of attacks on the Web Application with the intention of 

hacking it like a potential hacker in crime.  For assuring this we 

also use our theory of obtainingOWASP Top 10 Vulnerability Test 

as well as SAMS Top 25 Vulnerability Test in practice.  

Web Application Security

Cyber Security is the best in booming domains among the IT Industries and hence having such VAPT 

ac�vi�es in your possession will definitely benefit you in every aspect.  Craw Cyber Security has 
become a benchmark in the domain of spreading Cyber Awareness and giving crucial knowledge via 

our genuine Cyber Security Courses through both online and offline methods.



FTK Forensics Tool-Based

Training and Certification

ACCESSDATA
we are a prime partner of the FTK in India.

AccessData offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your hands. AccessData has 

worked with more than 130,000 clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations, and law 

firms around the world to understand and focus on their unique collection-to-analysis needs.

Craw Cyber Security Provide FTK Tool-Based Training and Certification in Cyber Security with Various

Forensics Tools.

Learn | Research | Innovate

This high-end IoT Pentesting Service offered from the house of 
Craw Security’s VAPT Services checks all the available security 
flaws in the IoT devices that can be hacked by a black hat hacker 
utilizing one’s best black hat hacking practices.

IoT Internet of  Things Pentesting

Spear phishing VAPT Service implemented by Craw Security is 
generally an additional specialized type of phishing attack that 
focuses on a particular user, thanks to personal information 
gleaned from online sources.

Spear Phishing

We offer our prominent Security Awareness Services in which we 
offer our primetime cyber security pen-testers that enhance the 
security awareness of your employees so that they can nicely 
tackle various ill-situations of cyber attacks dedicatedly.

Security Awareness

Craw Security also offers HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996) compliance consulting services, 
which is basically a federal law that needed the establishment of 
national standards to safeguard some crucial patient 
information, which can never be afforded to lose, from being 
revealed without the patient’s consent or knowledge.

HIPAA Compliance Consulting

Endpoint Security can be termed as security the IoT devices by 
safeguarding them with the end to end encryption by some 
specialized techniques employed by a professional pen-tester.

End Point Security

In the External Infrastructure Testing & Internal Infrastructure 
Testing, we check for all the potential vulnerabilities and 
shortcomings in the available spots that can sincerely give the 
backdoor entry to the black hat hackers.

External & Internal Infrastructure Testing

In the highly preventive service of Risk-Assessment, we check 
what kind and extent of hazards presently exist or may appear in 
the future at a workplace that can sincerely cause information 
breaches.  Moreover, a risk assessment defines which workplace 
hazards can potentially cause harm to employees and visitors’ 
databases.

Risk Assessment



Learn | Research | Innovate

Top Colleges in INDIA
covered training session by Mohit Yadav

IIT Roorkee

IIT Bombay

IIT Delhi

IIT Madras

IIT Kanpur

IIT Kharagpur

IIT Hyderabad

IIT (BHU) Varanasi

IIT Patna

NIIE Mumbai

Delhi Technological University

AMITY University

National Institute of Technology Hamirpur

Nirma University

University College of Engineering

Punjab Engineering College

College of Engineering Trivandrum

Birla Institute of Technology

PSG College of Technology

Manipal Institute of Technology

SRM University, Haryana

Training Alone Is Not Enough

Employers agree that you need a certification to validate your skills.

88% of employers believe it’s important to give test after training to

cite at least pne specific benefits of certification testing rather

than training by itself, such as:

97% of employers value certification enough to provide support for IT employees

obtaining IT certification.

confirm knowledge gains.

98
%

Better validation of knowledge learned / skills.

Increased value / credibility of the training.

Increased / improved knowledge.

Demonstration of abilities.

Skills and knowledge retained for a longer period of time.



WORKSHOPs

Mr. Mohit Yadav is an active 

Cyber Security expert in the 

field of information 

security provided 1200 + 

Cyber Security workshops 

to schools, Universities, 

Corporate levels and taught 

over 30000 + young student 

around the globe.

Career Counselling for several technical courses as per the students’ choice.

Honing the present skills of the students.

Students get elaborated on the potential sectors where they can go and enjoy the career as per their interest.

Craw Security offers a league of knowledgeable workshops at numerous colleges and universities where numerous 

employers agree that you require a proper certification to validate your skills.  With the essence of our prominent 

workshops, a learner can nicely have genuine and sincere knowledge related to the latest tools and updated techniques 

of the most revised information security courses.

Getting started with the knowledge quotient that the students would have after going through the workshops 

conducted by Craw Security at your premises under the influence of our high-class cyber security experts dealing with a 

variety of distinguished aspects of cyber security fundamental concepts. A learner will have numerous certain benefits 

from taking the authentic workshops from Craw Security such as the following:

LEARN  |  RESEARCH | INNOAVTE



NEWS

MEDIA

www.mohityadav.com

CYBER SECURITY

EXPERT

The Director of Craw Cyber Security

Mr. Mohit Yadav  

A renowned name in the world of Cyber 

Security & Ethical Hacking as well as a think 

tank behind Constructing the  Magnificent 

Curriculum in Diploma in Cyber Security  

Training, has also been invited from many 

News Media Channels as a Guest Speaker on 

Cyber Threats & Awareness such as NDTV, 

News Nation, TV9, Aaj Tak, Zee News, ABP 

News, and many others adding charm to their 

channel with their presence in the Session. 



OUR CLIENTS AND PaRTNERS

TOP COLLEGES COVERED in WORKSHOPs BY Mr. MOHIT YADAV

Craw Security, under the direction of Mr. Mohit Yadav – a renowned cyber security expert in the world, has delivered 

a series of workshops for various Government of India agencies in order to boost the cyber security of our nation.

Craw Cyber Security Offers the Training and Certifications Provided by our prime partners with Market Researched Latest 

Curriculum providing modules enriched with the latest tech knowledge and subject insights
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Saket, New Delhi

CRAW CYBER SECURITY PVT LTD

1st Floor, Plot no. 4, Lane no. 2, Kehar Singh Estate Westend Marg

Behind Saket Metro Station Saidulajab New Delhi - 110030

Mobile Number : +91 951 380 5401 | 011 – 40394315

Email Id : training@craw.in | info@craw.in

www.craw.in 

HEAD OFFICE

Singapore Office Address

CRAW CYBER SECURITY PTE LTD

 27 Paya Lebar Road, #13-05 Paya Lebar Residences

Singapore – 409042

Mobile Number : +65 9351 5400   |  +65 9866 4040 

Email Id : info@crawsecurity.com

www.crawsecurity.com

Laxmi Nagar, New Delhi

CRAW CYBER SECURITY PVT LTD

R31/ 32, 2nd floor Jandu Tower, Vikas marg, Shakarpur 

New Delhi -110090

Mobile Number : +91 951 380 5401 | 011 - 4504 0849

Email Id : training@craw.in | info@craw.in

www.craw.in 

Learn | Research | Innovate
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